DiskInternals - Partition Recovery is a high-performance and easy to use
specialised DOS utility that can recover data from hard drives with
damaged partitions, but also from damaged / destroyed drives.

DiskInternals Partition Recovery is a simple and userfriendly disk repair software that provides you with
an easy way to recover lost or deleted partitions. By
using DiskInternals Partition Recovery.Alignmentbased dose calculation for proton scanning pencil
beams using the beamline uncollimated model. The
aim of this work was to develop a simple and
efficient alignment-based method for using a pencil
beam to prescribe the dose distribution to a scanning
proton beam. Our approach was to use a pencil beam
model with a simple guide structure in order to guide
the proton beam in the simulation. The pencil beam
was aligned with the gantry rotation axis so as to
match a plane in water, which was defined as the
proton beamline uncollimated model. The dose
distribution prescribed by the pencil beam was then
used to generate proton beam positions. The pencil
beam dose distribution was created from a multileaf
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collimator (MLC) motion prescribed by the leaf tip
positions as the MLC leaves were moving in a
predefined way. In order to evaluate the performance
of our proposed method, the dose distributions were
then compared with the 2D dose distributions
generated from a measured spot-scanned proton
beam and with the pencil beam dose calculations
from the proton radiotherapy dose planning system
(PROPS). The beam quality correction factors,
monitor units, and scanned volumes of dose
distributions generated from a pencil beam are in
good agreement with the measured and calculated
values from PROPS. Our proposed alignment-based
method can be used to generate accurate proton spotscanned beamlet-by-beamlet dose distributions.Q:
Why do these two Java programs both print the same
garbage value? Why does the output value of the
following Java code differ from that of the following
Java code? On my machine the first outputs '\0\0\0\0
\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\0' and
the second outputs the garbage value at
(0xFFFFFFFF,0xFFFFFFFF). int main(void) { char
myArray[] = { 'a','b','c','d','\0' };
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System.out.println("These are the contents of
myArray: " + myArray); return 0;
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